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ABSTRACT
Nuclear fuel cell calculation is one of the most complicated steps of neutron transport problems in the reactor core. A
few numerical methods use neutron flat flux (FF) approximation to solve this problem. In this approach, neutron flux
spectrum is assumed constant in each region. The solution of neutron transport equation using collision probability (CP)
method based on non flat flux (NFF) approximation by introducing linear spatial distribution function implemented to a
simple cylindrical annular cell has been carried out. In this concept, neutron flux spectrum in each region is different
each other because of an existing of the spatial function. Numerical calculation of the neutron flux in each region of the
cell using NFF approach shows a fairly good agreement compared to those calculated using existing SRAC code and FF
approach. Moreover, calculation of the neutron flux in each region of the nuclear fuel cell using NFF approach needs
only 6 meshes which give equivalent result when it is calculated using 24 meshes in FF approach. This result indicates
that NFF approach is more efficient to be used to calculate the neutron flux in the regions of the cell than FF approach.
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1. Introduction
Collision probability (CP) method has advantage that for
relatively simple geometry, more over by its symmetrical
feature such as cylindrical cell, due to the angular integration is possible to do analytically. CP method starts
from the integral neutron transport equation which is
usually used to calculate the flux fine structure in a heterogeneous medium or sub region of the reactor. It is assumed that the cell is a part of a repeating pattern of cells
as a net of leakage into or out of the cell. The cell is divided into a number of regions within each of which the
source of neutron (resulting from fission or scattering
reaction) is treated as uniform and isotropic. The problem
of treatment of heterogeneity exists in two parts; that is
how to calculate the cell flux and how to produce equivalent homogeneous cross section [1,2]. It has two alternatives to be taken regarding the starting neutron distribution. First, use a flat source distribution within a small
volume element which leads to a simple expression from
collision probabilities. Second, use the non flat source
distribution within a small volume element by introducing a spatial function which can improve the linear apCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

proximation of source distribution.
In the previous works [3,4], a conceptually simple numerical method to calculate cell homogenization using
neutron first flight collision probabilities have been carried out. The integral transport equation is solved using
CP method with the flat flux (FF) approximation. This
approach explains that neutron flux spectrum is assumed
constant in each region. Now, the new approach of the
collision probabilities is considered. In this concept, collision probabilities can be performed using a spatial function distribution that describes a real condition inside
the cell. Neutron flux spectrum in each region is different
each other because of an existing of the spatial function.
This assumption is called as non flat flux (NFF) approximation, so the CP matrix is performed not only by the
optical path length as an exponential parameter, but also
the shape of the function that describe the behavior of
neutron flux spectrum in each region.
In this paper, a mathematical argument to support the
new approach has been offered to solve neutron transport
equation based on NFF approximation by introducing linear spatial distribution function. The computer program
to calculate the neutron flux spectrum distribution in a
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simple cylindrical annular cell is developed by using library of SLAROM JFS-3-J33 for 70 groups.

rj

ri

2. Materials and Method
The infinitely long cylinder cell model is divided into
several annular shells with the outer radius of the shell i
is ri and the outer radius of shell j is rj is shown in
Figure 1.
The probability of neutron born or travelling in region
i of cell will have its next collision either in the same
region i or in some other region j is defined by [5]

Pij  E  

j
4πVi

 drj  dri
Vj

exp  R 

Vi

R

2

(1)

If size of each cell is small compared with a neutron
mean free path, exponential part in Equation (1), and the
total cross section is constant then it is reasonable to assume that the neutron flux is flat therefore the neutrons
are distributed uniformly in each regions of the cell [6].
In such situation the flat flux approximation is applied
and the neutron transport equation for volume Vj is [5]

Figure 1. Modeled nuclear fuel cell.
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Coefficients a and b are determined by using linier interpolation scheme at two adjacent nodes of the region as
shown in Figure 2 [7].
By using nodal boundary condition, the neutron flux at
nodal are
  x   i 1 at x  xi 1
 ( x)  i at x  xi
then (5) becomes to
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Subscript i or j denotes the space dependent of regions,
 j  E  is cross sections associated to j region with energy E,   r , E  is flux neutron that is assumed constant in each region,  s  r , E   E  is scattering cross
section at point r  at energy E’ to E, S  r , E  is neutron source at the point r  with the energy E.
If neutron flux is not flat in each region, the neutron
flux is defined as

  r , E     E   r 

(3)

where a 

xi  xi 1

.

(7)

In the x direction, neutron flux leads to

  E , r     E , x     x  , that independent of energy.

Because the energy width in the group g and g’ is
same, therefore the neutron flux in each region in the
energy grup g and g’ also same accordingly. In such
situation (4) can be rewritten as follows
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Integrating left side of (4) over volume V equal to sum
of each region volume Vj.The neutron flux in each region
is remain non-flat due to the region distribution function
  r  . For 1D case the variation of neutron flux in each
region has liniear relationship, read
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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Substituting (6) into (5) yields

Substituting Equation (3) to (2) leads to

 j ( E )    E    r dr
j Vj
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Equation (8) can be simplified to the form of matrix
equation

 i , g ig  i , g i 1g  Qig

(9)
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For the case of the shell i coincides with the shell j, the
self collision probability can be written as [5]
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Gauss elimination is used to solve (9) to explain that
neutron flux in each region i on the energy group g which
valid for two-diagonals matrix
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Equation (10) is used to calculate the multiplication
factor as an eigen value [3]
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Collision probability is solved using Bickley-Naylor
function [5]
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For the case ri  rj , collision probability becomes [5]
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Figure 2. Element of neutron flux with the linear interpolation between two nodes.
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where
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Equations (9) to (14) become a starting point for calculating the neutron spectrum and multiplication factor in
the nuclear fuel cells. These are a basic formulation to
obtain the solving of integral transport equation using
NFF approximation.
The development of the computational program to explore the fuel cell calculation using CP method has been
written in Delphi. It was written for determining the effective multiplication factor k-eff, neutron flux spectrum
and CP matrix using NFF approach. The computer program in Delphi software package has been written to
determine the effective multiplication factor k-eff, neutron flux spectrum and CP matrix using NFF approach.
The method for calculation of the NFF collision probabilities was solved for a variety of parameter such as
effective group constant and volume of cell variables. In
the previous study, the calculation of neutron flux spectrum for 39 nuclides and CP matrix for 70 energy groups
by using library of JFS-3-J32 have been carried out [4].
In the present work, the JFS-3-J33 library [8] provides
group constants for the SLAROM code in 70 energy
group structure for 383 nuclides and 8 lumped fission
products is used to calculate neutron spectrum in all regions and the effective multiplication factor (k-eff) for
cell homogenization. As a sample input of calculation, a
nuclear fuel cell is divided in three regions; region 1 is
fuel, region 2 is cladding and region 3 is coolant as
shown at Figure 3. The fuel cell is a mixture of U-Pu
nuclides. The material structure of cladding is stainless
steel and Pb-Bi is as a coolant. The radii of three regions
of fuel cell, cladding and coolant are 0.35, 0.46 and 0.567
cm, respectively.
In practical calculation, the cell region is composed of
several sub regions, called mesh, for which the averages
flux is computed. The computation was carried out for 6
meshes in a radial axis of cell. The detail of mesh composition, the radius of each region cell and number of
nuclide in each region are shown in Table 1. In this work,
24 nuclides are used from the library with the distribution
as follows; 10 nuclides in the fuel, 10 nuclides in the
cladding and 4 nuclides in the coolant region.
The accuracy of the program has been examined with
SRAC code for the same input sample under substantial
simplified problem.
WJNST
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Table 2. Effective multiplication factor calculated using FF,
NFF and SRAC.

2

1

Calculation with

k-eff

FF approach

1.292479

NFF approach

1.292477

SRAC code

1.292370

Figure 3. Three region of fuel cell, region 1 for fuel, region 2
for cladding, region 3 for coolant.
Table 1. Composition of meshes in each region of cell.

1

Composition of 6
meshes (sub regions)
3

Outer radius
of cell (cm)
0.350

Number of
nuclide
10

2

1

0.460

10

3

2

0.567

4

Region

3. Result and Discussion
Comparison of effective multiplication factor k-eff calculated by FF and NFF approach of the CP method and
by the SRAC code is shown in Table 2.
As can be seen in Table 2 that the k-eff calculated using FF and NFF approaches is not very much different
when it calculated using SRAC code which difference is
down to about 0.0078% only. In other words, k-eff calculated by the two approaches is in good agreement with
those calculated by SRAC code.
Energy group increase to right, but the energy decreases. The fast neutron energy groups covers the cross
section data for neutron energy range from 0.11109 to 10
MeV, while the thermal neutron energy group cover the
neutron energy range from 0.32242 eV to 86.517 keV [9].
Comparison of the neutron spectrum for 6 meshes in the
three region of cell and the energy group calculated using
FF and NFF approach is shown in Figure 4. In the FF
approach, the peak of neutron spectrum profile in a fast
region (group 1 to 30) is higher than the peak in NFF
approach. In the thermal region (start from group 37),
however, both spectrum tend to stable. This is understood because type of reactor chosen is a fast reactor. The
spectrum difference is caused by the selection of the method which assumed that neutron flux at adjacent two
mesh node is no longer flat but rather follows the shape
of the linear interpolation. Neutron fluxes in the three
regions of cell are close each other. This suggests that the
neutron distribution in each region was homogeneous in
fuel, cladding and coolant.
Figure 5 shows neutron spectrum in the areas of fuel,
cladding and coolant region which are reviewed using
the FF approach for different mesh size. As can be seen,
mesh changes have no effect in the neutron spectrum.
Different result is shown in Figure 6 for NFF apCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

Figure 4. Neutron spectrum calculated using FF and NFF
approach.

Figure 5. Neutron spectrum with variation of mesh using
FF approach.

Figure 6. Neutron spectrum with variation of mesh using
NFF approach.

proach. The variation of mesh affects the neutron spectrum. This event indicates that the process of nuclear fuel
cell calculations with NFF approach is similar to the
neutron transport processes conducted without homogenization of cells. As it is known that the heterogeneity
factors are very influential in determining an anisotropic
WJNST
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proach meaning that the NFF approach is more efficient
in using of mesh number.
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